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Figure 4. Cool-down time at different charging pressure.

temperature of 49.1 K, and provides 636 W cooling power at about 77 K. In the SAGE
simulation, the no-load refrigeration temperature is much lower; reaching 29.5 K, and the
corresponding cooling power at 77 K is 1020 W. The simulation load curve has the same trend
as the experimental one. Besides unavoidable calculation error, there are possible reasons for the
discrepancy: (1) the working medium (helium) is susceptible to oil pollution because this type of
driving mechanism needs oil lubrication. Since oil accumulates in the regenerator, cooling
performance will get worse. However, in the SAGE model, this type of performance
deterioration is neglected, (2) power consumption increases because of some frictional
dissipations which usually occur in the clearance between the compression piston and cylinder,
the junction between the crank shaft and connecting rods, and crankshaft gears.
The performance of the Stirling cryocooler is strongly influenced by the charging pressure.
The charging pressure is the system equilibrium pressure before the Stirling cryocooler starts.
Since a balance reservoir exists in the system, the operating pressure will be much higher
that the charging pressure because the average temperature rises during operation. For example,
corresponding to ae charging pressure of 1.65 MPa, the mean operating pressure will reach
2.65 MPa during run time. Figure 6 shows the load curves at different charging pressure. As the
charging pressure is increased from 1.2 MPa to 1.8 MPa, the cooling power at 77 K rises from
475.2 W to 640.5 W, and the no-load refrigeration temperature gradually increases. Meanwhile,
the corresponding COP decreases from 5.74 % to 5.29 % since much more power is consumed at
higher charging pressure. The amount of rejected heat from the compression parts of the cooler
can indicate it. Figure 7 and 8 show variations of rejected heat from the water jacket and the
ambient heat exchanger at different charging pressure, respectively. At the higher charging
pressure, there is much more heat generated in compression parts and, meanwhile, taken away
by the chill water. As shown, the rejected heat from water jacket around cylinder, which is

Figure 5. Load curve at mean pressure of 2.65
MPa

Figure 6. Load curves at different charging
pressure
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Figure 7. Rejected heat from water jacket
around cylinder at different charging pressure.
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Figure 8. Rejected heat from hot heat
exchanger at different charging pressure.

only a small portion of the total heat generation, is in the small range of 1.0~1.4 kW. However,
the rejected heat from the ambient heat exchanger increases significantly with the charging
pressure, and almost reaches 9.1 kW at 77 K and 1.8 MPa. Based on the variation trend
presented in Fig. 8, it is apparent that the ambient heat exchanger has enough heat dissipation
capacity under the present pressure range.
CONCLUSIONS
A high-power Stirling cryocooler driven by a crank-rod mechanism is developed and tested.
A cooling power of 640.5 W at 77 K has been achieved with the electric input power of 11 kW
when the charging pressure is 1.8 MPa. A large deviation between the experimental results and
the SAGE model is found, which is primarily caused by internal gas contamination and the
mechanism wear. Effects of the charging pressure on the cooling performance and the rejected
heat in the ambient end are analyzed. These results fully indicate the advantage of Stirling
cryocooler, such as fast cool-down, large cooling capacity and high efficiency, and lay an
experimental foundation for future optimization.
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